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Abstract: OTP and password verification systems that require typing or graphics are vulnerable 

to security risks and information falsification. The Model suggests combining handwritten 

numbers with OTP-based authentication for secure data access. The Model provides better 

protection for accessing private papers and helps prevent data breaches and theft. When a 

keyboard input-based system is used for OTP or pin verification, the devices are susceptible to 

key logging attacks. In our model, the pin or OTP is validated using touch biometrics. On the 

mobile screen, users are given an interface to type the OTP/PIN numbers with their fingers or a 

pen. The handwritten numbers will be entered and compared to the produced OTP or pin. 

Handwritten numbers are specific to users and give an extra layer of security. An application for 

smartphones that uses a handwritten digit recognition model implements the model. Handwritten 

digits (0–9) collected from users and kept in the database will be used to train the model. To 
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ascertain if a pin is legitimate or not, each digit is compared to the information that has been 

stored. User identity-based authentication is provided via biometric information. Level 1 

authentication is used in the initial phase to compare the user's fingerprint to the one they 

registered during the registration procedure. If the user's identity cannot be verified, they will not 

be allowed to access the handwritten OTP module. 

 

Keywords: BiometricAuthentication, Convolutionalneuralnetwork, One-timepassword 

[OTP],Personal Identification Number [PIN],Two-factorauthentication. 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Mobilephonesplay a vital role in the present environment. Smart phones are used to fulfil most basic 

In the modern world, mobile phones are quite important. The most fundamental needs, such as 

communication, information, and financial transactions, are met by smartphones. With the ability 

to make payments through websites like Gpay and Paytm, which are connected to the user's bank 

accounts, smartphone usage has advanced. If the PIN/OTP number is compromised, users won't 

receive private data. More than a million people now use smartphones, and several billion people 

will someday use them. In banking, transactions with reliable data are crucial. Physical 

transactions are currently not as preferred as online transactions. Multiple virtual transactions are 

supported by banking, including opening a bank account via video chat, authenticating users 

before transferring money between accounts, making loan payments online, and opening deposit 

accounts online. All of these services decrease actual consumer bank visits, enhancing online 

transactions. Since banking services contain sensitive user information, it also safeguards user 
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information against dangerous software and hackers. Passwords like PIN (Personal Identification 

Number) and OTP (One Time Password) are used to give two-factor authentication in order to 

provide security to mobile banking users. 

Customers of mobile banking are increasingly vulnerable to scams and imitation SMS 

communications. When customers' mobile phones are lost, sensitive or personal information on 

the device, such as a PIN number, an OTP, or a banking password, is also lost. In accordance 

with [1], numerous users created numerous passwords in January 2019 to access private papers 

including Gmail, bank accounts, and other personal information. The idea of two-factor 

authentication is not upheld when the PIN or OTP is revealed to unidentified individuals. Mobile 

malware, shoulder surfing, user behaviour, and the repositioning of intruders—commonly 

referred to as "Smudge Attacks"—are some of the mobile banking services' most pressing 

security issues. Smudge Attacks allow attackers to guess user-accessible lock patterns or 

passwords by imprinting their fingerprints on touchscreens of mobile devices. [2]. The two-factor 

authentication process entails two basic steps: I sending an SMS to the user's registered mobile 

number by the security service provider. ii) The user enters this PIN or OTP into the verification 

system. In some instances, this method also uses biometric data. With the addition of handwritten 

digit-based OTP/PIN validation, this paper model offers the conventional two-factor 

authentication system while also providing unique user identity. The Model is trained and tested 

on a database made up of numerous users' handwritten digits from 1 to 9. [11] The study paper 

demonstrates that general handwriting from people who were not present was included. The 

maximum-period signature is formed by joining the difficulties of this paper's minimum-period 

representation. The strategy backed here is Bidirectional RNN (BRNN). It is believed that the 

decoder is an autoregressive. Based on the strokes and particular style, it is demonstrated that this 
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text was handwritten. [12] This work exemplifies a way of action that includes a second 

authentication password as a stroke of each character or number time, screen brightness/contrast 

alteration, or a sensor-based authentication system. Equal Rates of Error (EERs) 4.0% The 

privacy of a user is invaded when an attacker gains access to that person's password. The display 

screen brightness, period, stroke, and sensor-based authentication programme are examples of 

password gestures that are thought to be features to recognise secret data. [13] Exploring touch 

data reveals two biometric characteristics, including user hand form and muscle behaviour. These 

characteristics are used to confirm the legitimacy of a password. Users' interactions with the 

device are significantly influenced by the screen size, the application, and the context of their 

physical activity, which can help to increase accuracy. [14] The average error rate of our refined 

technique is only about 3%, according to experimental data obtained solely by observing users' 

touch behaviour on an Android phone. In order to prevent the performance of a mobile phone 

from suffering, a user authentication mechanism should be of low computational complexity. In 

this work, Naive Bayes and Decision Tree were used. Correlation between the algorithm and the 

RBFN (Radial Basis Function Network Mechanism) and PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) 

algorithms. [15] The study focuses on the training Epoch's network performance using 69 

features produced through diagonal extraction. It should be noted that it requires 854 epochs to 

reduce the mean square error to a tolerable level. A diagonal feature extraction method is utilised 

to recognise handwritten characters that have been written off-line. [16] With an EER of 6%, this 

methodology extracts specific structural, distribution, and projection features from pre-processed 

images that are appropriate for depicting handwritten digit images. Deep neural networks 

incorporate a number of components for semantic recognition. [17] The human handwriting style 

methodology produces good results with a recognition rate of about 96% and is effective and 

accurate. 4% is the specified expected error rate. Characters were identified by a neural network 
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(NN) classifier utilising shape-based zoning features. The neural network used was called a 

pattern-net. [18] In this study, random forgeries with error rates between 3% and 8% are 

compared to skilled frauds with error rates between 21% and 22%. Doodles and patterns are hard 

for customers to recall because they are not used regularly. The Methodology employs the 

Sequential Forward Floating Search (SFFS) algorithm. [19] In order to obtain accuracy that is 

even greater than ensemble designs while reducing operational complexity and cost, a CNN 

architecture is designed in the study article. The accuracy of the feature map is 99.76 percent. The 

number pattern is recognised by this model. [20] The hybrid model, which combines both 

classifiers' core traits, achieves an identification accuracy of 99.28%. Convolutional neural 

networks (CNN) and support vector machines (SVM) are two techniques for deciphering 

extremely complex passwords. 

Key Press, Pattern Drawing, and Fingerprint Authentication as Existing Methodology for 

User Identification and Promoting Signature Patterns Not Recognized Digitally to Authorize 

Customers are the Research Gaps discovered based on the Literature Survey. 

2.Comparative study of algorithm 

Algorithm credits an important role in research to prove the efficiency of data extraction and 

processing them. 

Comparative study with respect to SVM-[Support Vector Machine],CNN-[convolutional Neural 

Networks] and MLP-[Multi-Layer Perceptron]. 

Table.1. Algorithm Comparison 

MODEL TRAINING RATE TESTING RATE EXECUTION 

TIME 
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SVM 99.98% 94.005% 1:35 min 

MLP 99.92% 98.85% 2:32 min 

CNN 99.53% 99.31% 44:02 min 

 

 

Fig.1. CNN Algorithm efficiency calculation for the Testing Dataset 

The proportion of execution time for the Training and Testing data set is displayed in the 

comparative table1. In comparison to SVM and MLP, CNN executes more quickly. 99% of the 

time, CNN is accurate in identifying numbers. SVM demonstrated 94% accuracy in number 

recognition. MLP Accuracy displays a round-off accuracy of 98%. Without knowing anything 

about the training set, the CNN algorithm efficiently tunes the large data set. Unsupervised, semi-

supervised, and supervised learning are all supported by the CNN algorithm. Based on the input 

received, the system learns and automatically extracts its feature. Multi-Layer Perceptron and 

image processing are driven by this algorithm. The data set won't be flattened by CNN at first. To 

increase its Efficiency and Data identification, the basic scenario is to crop the image and reduce 

the pixel size. Subsampling is the initial step, where the image is sampled to make it smaller. 

Convolution, the second stage in the algorithm, involves multiplying each pixel point to get the 

third Activation Function. In terms of parameter sharing and connection scarcity, CNN is 

effective. The weights of the filter are automatically determined by the CNN algorithm based on 

the input message. 
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In contrast, ANN users who wish to recognise photos must create a Filter Weight matrix. Its 

instinct is to assign a value to the image's outlines and a value of zero to empty regions. By 

multiplying the input vector by the filter weight, interpretation produces a feature map. 

The equation is   Z = X * f 
T 

where 

   X= input vector 

   f
T
= filter weight

 

All filter weights are 3x3 matrixes. The input vector may be multiplied by any number of 

filter layers. Padding, which is the third stage, aids in returning the input image to its original 

size? The CNN algorithm includes an optional stream called padding. In the CNN algorithm's 

fourth stage, called Striding, the filter in the input image is traversed in one, two, or three steps. 

Including the final value for each stride in a matrix format. Pooling, which will determine the 

maximum value in each stride, is the fifth step in the algorithm. Pooling's purpose is to effectively 

reduce the geographic complexity of the computational network and use parameters. 
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2.1ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

 

Fig.2.BioMetric Input based Authentication 

Mobile phones capture the four digit OTP plus fingerprint sequentially for authentication 

.Each number is tagged with fingerprint to prove authentication .Gathered inputs are first 

segmented to remove noise and unwanted features .Using Convolution method the input vector is 

multiplied with random filters to identify the given data . Extracted output acts as a feature map 

which has maximum size to reduce its size we use Pooling .The Output which is pooled is 

mapped with output vector  .There are two layers for one for training and other for  testing phase. 

Testing phase have additional feature to make decision whether the given user is authorized 

person or not. Training phase ends up by updating new user finger print and new pattern of 

writing number in database .Testing phase ends up with authorization  
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3.Methodology 

Theproposedmodelhastwophases. 

i) Uniqueuseridentificationusingthebiometricimage ofthe user. 

ii) Generating OTP and verifying if itmatcheswiththehandwrittendigits. 

 

The suggested system offers an enhanced method for one-time password user 

authentication. Due to the fact that it offers authentication for seeing and updating confidential 

records, the system primarily targets users who needs high end security. The Model provides 

authentication based on the user's fingerprint information and handwritten digit recognition. This 

technology is provided as an improvement over conventional PIN-based systems, where the OTP 

is entered on a keyboard to secure user data. Using the registered fingerprint for authentication is 

the first step. A random OTP is generated if the user is legitimate. The user is given a canvas on 

which to write the numbers. The generated OTP is compared with the handwritten digit in order 

to identify it. The user gets authenticated if there is a match. 

 

3.1 BIOMETRIC INPUT BASED AUTHENTICATION 

The fingerprint is used for the initial step of authentication. At first, a new user must register their 

fingerprint. The manifest must contain the permission to Add Biometric before the fingerprint 

option can be added. Using the command below. 

 

When authenticating an app, it first determines whether fingerprint authorization is 

available and whether fingerprint authentication is turned on in the settings. Start a new activity 
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with the push of a button to establish a biometric dialogue. This starts a conversation on 

biometric authentication. theonAuthenticationError() and onAuthenticationSuccess() functions 

should then be implemented. If the app cannot recognise the fingerprint, it will fire 

onAuthenticationError(). If the fingerprint is found, the application will call 

onAuthenticationSucceeded(). 

 

3.2 DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING  

The second module involves acquiring and preparing data. For this, this model makes use of the 

MNIST dataset. The dataset consists of 70,000 images of handwritten numbers from 0 to 9, 

which a CNN is being used to try to recognise. The Keras package includes the MNIST dataset, 

which makes it simple for us to load the dataset. 70,000 photos make up the dataset, of which 

60,000 are used for practise and 10,000 for analysis. The images will be in AX train and AX test 

when the dataset loads, and the digits they represent will be in AY train and AY test once that 

process is complete. Each image in the MNIST collection has a size of 28 by 28 pixels. We must 

restructure our dataset. The inputs to the shape related to the training that the model needs are AX 

train and AX test. The majority of the pictures—60% for AX train and 10% for AX test—are of 

primary value. The user-inputted image is compressed with a framing size of 28 × 28 pixels. The 

representation of grey scale input is taken into account and always points to one. To better 

classify the supplied data, "One-Hot-Encode" divides the output class. 

 

3.3 HANDWRITTEN DIGIT CLASSIFICATION USING CNN 

The Convolutional Neural Network-based model that categorises the digits enables handwritten 

recognition. The input of manually typed numbers is converted into a matrix of 0–255 grey scale 
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values. The manually written integers are then saved as a bitmap and used to build a 28 × 28 

matrix. After pre-processing, this is passed into the CNN-based Digit Classifier model. 

The Model is constructed layer by layer and has a sequential nature. It contains two 

convolutional layers. Conv2D layers are used to process the two-dimensional images captured 

while the Matrix was in motion. Filter has 32 or 64 nodes for each of its two levels. Regarding 

bits positions, authentication sounds the kernel size. This kernel was created to map with a filter 

matrix and an input layer. The fit () function will be used by this model to create an output vector 

that combines input and hidden data. EPOCH () count, Target Data, and Training Validation are 

the fit () function's distracting features. Probability is shown in an array form based on the 

Training set [0-9]. The size of the kernel typically ranges between 3 x 3 and predicts the number 

with the highest likelihood of matching. 

4.ALGORITHM 

STEP 1:Dataset is collected  

 Biometric input is obtained from the user as a registration step. 

 Handwritten digit input is input that is used for testing and training the model. 

STEP 2:Processing the data for use in the digit classifier model.  

The handwritten digit input is in pixel values, ranging from 0 to 255, which is normalized. 

STEP 3:Creating and training the CNN digit classifier model 

Filters: The number nodes used is given by the filters, which is 32 and 64 for the two layers 

respectively. Kernel Size is 3 x 3 Matrix. 

n: input f:Filter 
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Process 1: Building Blocks of a Convolutional Layer:  Extracting high-level input features 

from input data by passing those features to the hierarchy layer in the form of aspect maps. 

Dimension Output Vector: (n-f+1) 

 

   y = f(x) = Σxiwi 

  y (output) = sum (weights * inputs) + bias 

    

  y=output 

  xi= input vector upto i terms 

  wi=weights upto i terms 

 

Process2:Pool Layer: 

This layer reduces the dimensions of data by performing pooling on the feature map by 

generating maps with minimized dimensions.The maximum element from the region of the 

feature map covered by the filter is selected for pooling this process is known as maximum 

Pooling. 

Example: Resultant matrix: 6 x 6,Strides: 3, Pooling :2 x 2 Matrix. 

 

Process 3: Activation Function 

 Relu activation function is used to train, fit() function is used to correlate with the features of 

Training set, Epoch count and functional parameters with [target data,validation data]. 

 

Process 4: Fully Connected Layer:  

 Calculation ofprobability scores with respect to each label finally, the task of classification is 
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done by the FC layer. Matching with the trained set the ratio of highest probability is considered 

to be the best model fit. 

 

 

     Fig.3.Simulation of CNN Algorithm 
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Fig.4. Flow of CNN Algorithm 

 

4.1Working Model 

Input Layer is considered to be 28 x 28 matrix the input image is multiplied with filter of size 3 x 

3 matrix. The extracted output is applied with RELU Activation Function or Sigmoid 

Function.Extracted output is pooled using 2 x 2 Matrix which defines maximum Pool in each 

filter mapping using strides. Flattern() will identify the pixel for each output vector. 
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Fig.5.Accuracy of digit classifier model 

 

4.2 Results and Discussions 

4.2.1 Implementation of Fingerprint Authorization: 

4.2.1.1 User Registration of Fingerprint: 

 

Fig.6. Finger Print Registration 

 

User needs to key in his fingerprint for authentication.Trained fingerprints are stored in 

Bio-Database. [Bio-Database used to store human features as input].Once new user logs in the 
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system withfingerprint if the fingerprint matches user receives a message “Login Successful “or 

else Login Failed. 

 

4.2.2Tagging Fingerprint and OTP each digit by drawing the pattern 

 

Fig.7. Finger Print & OTP Verification 

Training 0 to 9 digits using convolutional neural network which maps with the pattern in 

MNIST database as training set. Number that is drawn in the front of the app is matched with 

MNIST data image. It proves percentage ofcorrelation of the testing image with the trained 

image.Image can be drawn in any part of the screen which would be recognized with Trained set 

using CNN algorithm. This methodology will cut or crop the image where user has drawn the 

pattern. 
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4.2.3 MNIST CSV File with Trained 0 -9 digits:

 

Fig.8. MNIST CSV File with Trained 0 -9 digits 

 

data set containing numbers from 0 to 9 for training The many handwriting patterns are 

gathered and processed for optimum accuracy in number identification. In some ways, writing 

from different users is similar. Drawing patterns won't reveal the user authentication's uniqueness. 

Higher accuracy number identification is supported by this trained data set. 
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4.2.4 Implementation of Digit Recognition: 

 

Fig.9. Digit Recognition Accuracy 

 

Digit Recognition validates the accuracy percentage of each digit based on the testing 

results. The outcomes show that pattern drawing can successfully identify integers. 

 

 Percentage of digit 5 Recognition :99.3% 

 Percentage of digit 3 Recognition :98.7 % 

4.2.5 Final Working of Digit Recognition: 
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Fig.10. Working Model of Digit And Biometric 

 

For a successful transaction, the OTP pattern will be authenticated with each digit. If the 

fingerprint and even one number don't match, the transaction fails. ensuring that the authorised 

user is accessible during the OTP. Knowing the OTP prevents unauthorised users from breaking 

in or accessing the system. The Model offers the highest level of security and protection for 

access to confidential documents. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, handwritten digit-based OTP/PIN validation, which also enables unique user 

identity, replaces the conventional two-factor authentication method. Using a database of 

handwritten digits from 1 to 9 from various users, the model is trained and evaluated. As part of 

the two-factor authentication procedure, the security service provider sends an SMS to the user's 

registered cellphone number. This PIN or OTP is submitted into the verification system by the 

user. In some cases, this process also makes use of biometric data. The first step in our project is 

gathering data (digits) and verifying it. In the future, the data will be trained to recognise the user. 

more application and physical environments. 
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